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Category 5 FYI monitor arms by Steelcase 
Ancillary and Lighting Products 

E60PQ-140003/041/PQ 

According to a 2013 Microsoft 

survey, workers spend seven 

hours each day in front of 

computers, often leading to 

eyestrain, back pain and fatigue. 

Designed to display screens at 

optimal heights, FYI monitor arms 

adjust quickly and easily to 

accommodate any posture, 

increasing comfort and wellbeing in 

the workplace. 

GoCUIC 

# of  

Monitors 

Mounting  

Types 
Ceiling  

Price 

Steelcase 

Style # 

MASMG single grommet mount  $221.38  FPASINGLECC 

MASME single edge-clamp mount  $221.38  FPASINGLEFO 

MASRM single panel rail mount  $221.38  FPASINGLECC 

MADMG dual grommet mount  $403.55  FPADUALCC 

MADME dual edge-clamp mount  $403.55  FPADUALCC 

MADRM dual panel rail mount  $522.54  DFPADUALCS 



Category 5 FYI monitor arms by Steelcase 
Ancillary and Lighting Products 

E60PQ-140003/041/PQ 

GoCUIC 

Max.  

Monitor  

Weight 

Max.  

Monitor  

Size 

Functional 

Focal  

Length 

Tilt 

(forward/ 

backward) 

MASMG 5 to 20 lbs 30" 24" 30°/20° 

MASME 5 to 20 lbs 30" 24" 30°/20° 

MASRM 5 to 20 lbs 30" 24" 30°/20° 

MADMG 5 to 20 lbs each 19" to 27" each 

16-1/2" 

min. focal 

extension 

21" 

max. focal 

extension 

30° each/20° 

each 

MADME 5 to 20 lbs each 19" to 27" each 

16-1/2" 

min. focal 

extension 

21" 

max. focal 

extension 

30° each/20° 

each 

MADRM 5 to 20 lbs each 19" to 27" each 

16-1/2" 

min. focal 

extension 

21" 

max. focal 

extension 

30° each/20° 

each 



Category 5  Keyboard trays by Steelcase 
Ancillary and Lighting Products 

E60PQ-140003/041/PQ 

Employee wellbeing is vital for 

maximizing individual and 

organizational potential. 

Workspace and worktools have a 

profound impact on overall health. 

Steelcase keyboards and 

mechanisms prioritize comfort and 

customization, offering well-

designed office solutions to 

support a healthy, productive 

workforce. 

GoCUIC 

Worksurface  

Depth 

Lever  

Type 

Palm  

Support Type 
Ceiling  

Price 

Steelcase  

Style # 

KMSLCG24 24" lever control gel  $180.72  L52319MRGG 

KMSLFG24 24" lever-free control gel  $253.20  SS2019MRGG 

KMSLCP24 24" lever control polyurethane  $164.47  L523JP10SF 

KMSLFP24 24" lever-free control polyurethane  $237.52  SS20JP10SF 

KMSLCF24 24" lever control foam  $226.62  L523SL10SA 

KMSLFF24 24" lever-free control foam  $297.47  SS20SL10SA 

KMSLCG30 30" lever control gel  $190.76  L523261026GG 

KMSLFG30 30" lever-free control gel  $279.03  SS2019MDGG 

KMSLCP30 30" lever control polyurethane  $209.41  L523CR10FF 

KMSLFP30 30" lever-free control polyurethane  $280.87  SS20CR10FF 

KMSLCF30 30" lever control foam  $238.57  L523SL10DA 

KMSLFF30 30" lever-free control foam  $309.00  SS20SL10DA 



Category 5  Computer support tools by Steelcase 
Ancillary and Lighting Products 

E60PQ-140003/041/PQ 

Computers are getting smaller 

every day. Unless CPUs are 

stored properly, they can be 

difficult to access and can take up 

valuable floor or worksurface 

space. CPU holders securely store 

CPUs within reach, yet out of the 

way.  

GoCUIC Description 
Ceiling  

Price 

Steelcase  

Style # 

CSWSM work surface mounted  $87.49  CPRSL 

CSSAF stand alone – fixed  $73.15  CPRSLFO 

CSSAM stand alone – mobile $65.02  QACPUT 



Category 5 Revo task light by Steelcase 
Ancillary and Lighting Products 

E60PQ-140003/041/PQ 

Revo LED personal task light is an 

attractive addition to any 

workspace. Dimmable, with a fully 

articulating body, Revo LED easily 

adjusts to provide precise lighting 

where it’s needed. The soft, 

blended light pattern ensures 

visual comfort, while a touch pad 

under the head allows you to 

control power with a single touch.  

GoCUIC Mounting Types Ceiling Price Steelcase Style # 

TLDBT desk base  $190.48  LREVOSGL 

TLGM grommmet mount  $190.48  LREVOSGL 

TLCWS clamped to worksurface  $190.48  LREVOSGL 

TLSWM system slat wall mounted  $190.48  LREVOSGL 
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